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Can it be Autumn already - a new school term, a new batch of trainees, hopefully a new
crop of quality dramas on the BBC, and a new look to the BIALL Newsletter too!
We hope you like the new design, do give us any feedback you have on it. We also
welcome Peter Kargbo as Newsletter Editor and new member of the Publications
Committee. Gone are the heady days of summer, of Conference and not least of Justis
pre-Conference cocktail parties, but we can still cast a reflective glance back as we join
Nicola Franklin for a look at ‘Conference from the other side’. Here she shares her
insights into the considerations, preparations and also benefits to be gained from
attending the Conference as an external speaker. With that motivation on board, why
not answer the call for papers for the 2012 Conference which you can also find in this
issue? If you don’t fancy giving your views from a conference podium why not give
them in survey format as the Publications Committee asks for feedback on the
Directory of British and Irish Law Libraries? We also present our host of regular
features. Felicity Cross tells us about her Library Routes, which are especially scenic
having included stints at Harper Collins, The Society of Writers to Her Majesty’s Signet
(which this editor is ashamed to admit first generated images of swans), and now Irwin
Mitchell LLP. Our Featured Library tells the story of a complete make-over replete with
before and after photos (a kind of property makeover show to rival those BBC dramas),
and Ruth Dabbs, steps up to be put On the Spot. Together with news of recent
additions to the BIALL How do I wiki, and a jam-packed Day in the Life from Sue
Kendall at Mills & Reeve, we hope that this is enough to draw you into the Newsletter
as the nights start to draw in outside.

Barbara
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President’s Column
I can’t quite believe that I’m writing this second issue of the President’s Column already –
the last few months since the conference in Newcastle seem to have flown by.
Also I was led to believe that it would be fairly quiet, with time to get a feel for the
role…hum! It seems to me to have been quite busy already with a number of BIALLrelated activities.
These activities include responding to an article in the Law Society Gazette about large
city firms moving support services to cheaper offices away from London – and in the
process perhaps getting rid of the unnecessary traditional (are they implying old
fashioned or out of date?) paper law library! I’ve also been liaising with Council and the
Trustees regarding BAILII, and attended a PR and Promotions Committee meeting.

Susan Storey

We held our first Council meeting at the end of July and matters discussed included a
report from the BIALL Irish Group on their activities; also one from the previous Past
President on her attendance at the Special Libraries Association conference – this was
our first official representation since signing the agreement to become sister
organisations, and Gayle Lynn-Nelson represented the SLA at our conference in
Newcastle. We also discussed an update on the JSI which, following discussions, will
be organised by the Australian Law Librarians Association for February 2013, and
confirmed that a new role of Membership Co-ordinator will be established reporting to
Council. The aim is to implement an online membership database, making it easy to
update member details and ensure services are provided in a timely and professional
manner, and to co-ordinate a range of activities currently spread around other officers
and committees (Hon Secretary, Hon Treasurer and Web Committee). We also
discussed the BIALL/SLS Annual Academic Law Library Survey. This was previously
facilitated very successfully by Peter Clinch while at Cardiff University and we are now
consulting on a new facilitator. I would like to take this opportunity to thank Peter and
Cardiff for their sterling work on the survey. The analysis is always incredibly
informative for those of us in the academic sector and used for monitoring and
validation purposes.
At the time of writing I have just returned from official attendance at the American
Association of Law Libraries conference in Philadelphia. It was a great privilege to
represent BIALL and I received a warm welcome from the AALL President and
Executive Committee and the delegates. The conference is a little bigger than ours –
1776 attendees, with a huge range of sessions and programmes for all sectors and all
levels.
I’ve enjoyed getting to grips with these issues and am very much looking forward to the
rest of the year. If there are any matters you would like me to consider, please do
contact me.
Susan Scorey
BIALL President
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Treasurer’s Report
Since the financial year began on 1st April BIALL has received a total of £92k in
income on its activities, and spent a total of £51.7k. Both of those figures exclude
expenditure and income relating to the Newcastle Conference.
The largest contributor to the income figure is £62k received in membership fees,
followed by £17.4k received from Cambridge University Press for our share of the
surplus on paid subscriptions and licensing fees for the 2010 issues of Legal
Information Management. Income on training courses and seminars is £4.8k, and
includes £3.2k from University of Westminster for the 2010/11 Legal Foundations
Course. Advertisements on the website job board have been strong this year, with a
total income of £1.1k to date. Income from DES has been £1.8k, which is from 55
members renewing their membership of the scheme. The publication of the new
edition of the Legal Research Training Packs has seen income from publications sales
reach £901, with £227 of that being royalty income from Walter de Gruyter on 2010
sales of the current fourth edition of Moys’ Classification and Thesaurus for Legal
Materials.
Alden Bowers

As usual Council is responsible for a large part of our annual spending, with
expenditure to date of £19.3k. Included within this figure are the cost of Council and
Committee Chairs attending the Newcastle Conference (£5.9k), the places for the
invited official overseas delegates to attend Newcastle (£2.5k), and the sending of
official delegates to overseas conferences (£7.6k). Total spending to date by all the
Committees is £4.9k. PDC have spent £1.6k on the courses they have held this year,
and ABC have given £11.6k in bursaries for members to attend the Newcastle
Conference and overseas conferences, most notably the IALL Conference taking place
this December. An additional £5k was given to BAILII in July as part of our three-year
sponsorship commitment agreed at the 2010 AGM. The four issues of Legal
Information Management sent to every member during the year cost £11 per member
and is paid to CUP in two instalments, the first of which was £3.9k paid in August.
The second payment is due in early 2012. Bank and credit charges so far this year
account for a further £1.3k of expenditure.
As John has alluded to in his Conference Committee report the finances for the
Newcastle Conference are still being considered, but it does look as if it will result in a
deficit.
The majority of the Association’s income arrives in the first part of the financial year
with the payment of membership renewals, so the level of income we have enjoyed so
far this year will taper off as the year progresses. Even so I expect to be able to report
a reasonable surplus on our activities at the close of the financial year in March 2012.
Alden Bowers
Hon Treasurer
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News from Standing Committees
The Awards & Bursaries Committee
ABC has just awarded bursaries to Hester Swift (IALS), Sarah Spells (SOAS), Ross
Connell (University of Reading), Ruth Bird (Bodleian Law Library, Oxford) and Michael
Charlton (Dr K C Mildwaters Consulting LLP), to attend the IALL Conference 2011, in
Kuala Lumpur. We are delighted to be able to assist so many BIALL members in
attending, and look forward to hearing all about their experiences in Malaysia, when
they get back.
If you’ve never considered applying for a BIALL bursary to attend an overseas
conference before, then let me urge you to think again. The bursary application
process is very straightforward, and the Committee look for evidence of:
• how the chosen conference relates to your role
• any particular conference sessions of relevance, and why
• your contribution to the profession
Angela Donaldson

The benefits of attending an overseas Conference can be huge. As well as gaining greatly
from the conference sessions, they are also great opportunities to expand your network
of contacts on an international level, and to learn from international colleagues.
IALL is the last of our sister association/affiliated association conferences taking place
in 2011, but we will soon be agreeing deadline dates for applications for the 2012
AALL, CALL, IALL and ALLA conferences. These will be announced at a future date, so
do keep your eyes peeled for them and do seriously think about applying next year.
Angela Donaldson
Chair, Awards & Bursaries Committee

Web Committee
Committee membership
By the time of reading we should be up to full strength on the committee.
Karen Palmer has stepped up as vice chair. Katie Bleathman and Maria Robertson
from the University of the West of England and Society of Advocates, Aberdeen
respectively have already joined us. Daniel Bates of the Squire Library, Cambridge
University is also planning to come on board.

Updating web pages
One of our key targets for this year is to get all the committees updating their own
pages, which will leave us free to manage the website and play a bigger part in
marketing the annual conference.

BIALL blog
Marianne Barber

You may or may not know that two members of the web committee, Sally Peat and Philip
Cable, are responsible for keeping the engine of the blog going. They are also hoping to
bring in some more weighty “guest bloggers” this year. If you have any recommendations,
please contact either Sally or Philip (details on the web committee page.)

Next meeting
The committee have been experimenting with “virtual meetings”, using Yammer and
phone conferencing, but we do still intend to meet face to face at least three times a
year. Our next London meeting is 12th October when we’ll be hosting someone from
Fat Beehive to conduct our annual review of the BIALL website.
Marianne Barber,
Chair, Web Committee
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News from Standing Committees - continued
Conference Committee
The Conference Committee held its usual post-Conference meeting in London on 5
August. The meeting included a full review of the Newcastle Conference taking account
of delegate and exhibitor comments and the evaluation forms returned. The Committee
would like to thank all of those who took the opportunity to complete the evaluation
forms. The evaluation process is extremely useful in identifying issues and planning for
subsequent Conferences. I am pleased to announce that the winner of the draw in
relation to the evaluation forms is Caroline Covington of St Philips Chambers,
Birmingham, and a small prize is on the way to her.

John Furlong

On a number of levels, the Newcastle Conference was very successful. We achieved a
good level of delegate attendance numbers and we were particularly pleased with the
success of the Conference programme. Overall ratings on the Programme were very
high with particular praise going to the entertaining and dynamic sessions from Nick
Davies. Quite a number of the other plenary sessions drew very high ratings. It was
also notable that a large number of the parallel sessions - in particular those dealing
with practical and interactive issues - drew high praise from delegates.
The Sage Centre was a very popular venue and drew positive comment for layout,
comfort and design. Some criticism was made of the linear nature of the Exhibition
area. To some extent this was a requirement of the venue but comments have been
noted for the future. Evening events were also highly rated, especially the Friday
evening reception and dinner. This year we tried a new and novel arrangement for the
Thursday night in the form of a Bowl Networking event. While some favoured its
informal nature and the jazz band came in for great praise, it is clear that most
delegates would prefer a more formal sit-down dinner on the Thursday evening.
Again, this is something we will note for the 2012 Conference.
The Conference did not escape the impact of the current recession. Despite good
delegate numbers and the negotiation of generous if reduced levels of sponsorship, it
appears that the Newcastle Conference will return a deficit. This comes after a long
run of years in which the Conference has contributed significantly to the finances of
the Association. Our Finance Officer Catherine Bowl and the Honorary Treasurer Alden
Bowers are still working on the final figures. These will be incorporated into the
Treasurers Annual Report next year. We will continue to negotiate the best financial
arrangements and explore all sponsorship possibilities for Belfast 2012. In this regard,
I am delighted to announce the confirmation of generous financial support from Visit
Belfast and the Northern Ireland Tourist Board. We will be doing everything we can to
ensure the best value delegate rate for next year.
The August meeting also started detailed planning for the 2012 Conference which will
take place in the Hastings Europa, Belfast from 14 to 16 June 2012. The Hastings
Europa is one of Belfast’s most notable hotels and is situated in the heart of the city,
adjacent to many famous Belfast landmarks and to city centre shopping, restaurants,
etc.
In particular we look forward to accommodating as many delegates as possible within
the Conference venue. We will be conducting a further site visit to Belfast in
September to advance plans for the Conference and the Exhibition and also to look at
suitable venues for evening events and at other delegate accommodations.
Our general theme for 2012 is “No Frontiers: Crossing the Borders of Legal
Information”. Elsewhere in the Newsletter you will find further details of our Call for
Papers. As you will see, the plan is to widen horizons in respect of topics and practical
sessions. We hope to include sessions on specific aspects of law as well as non-legal
information resources that have become part of many members work over recent
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News from Standing Committees - continued
years.
2012 promises to be an exciting year. Not only will the Olympics take place in London
shortly after the BIALL Annual Conference but the Conference itself will take place in a
city commemorating the 100th Anniversary of the maiden voyage of the Titanic.
The Titanic was of course built at the Harland and Wolff shipyards in Belfast and the
city retains a very strong link with the momentous story of the great ship. We will be
seeking to mark the commemoration ourselves in some notable way during the course
of the Conference.
We are also working further with the Web Committee to restyle the Conference
webpage and to ensure that it provides the maximum amount of information between
now and June 2012.
As always, if you have any comments or suggestions with regard to any aspect of
Conference activities please do not hesitate to contact me.
John Furlong
Chair, Conference Committee

PR and Promotions Committee
Membership
The Committee last met on 11th July, and will be meeting again in late October or early
November. Margaret Britt and Kathryn Hayes are stepping down after several years with
the Committee: I would like to take this opportunity to thank them both for their hard
work, particular Kathryn’s work on posters and fliers for the BIALL stand at numerous
exhibitions and conferences.

Relations with the press
In July we had a letter by Susan Scorey, BIALL President, published in the Law Society
Gazette (14th July 2011) in response to an article on the use of legal office space
(thanks to Sarah Froggat for bringing this to our attention), and made contact with the
editor of Legal Technology Insider with a view to gaining more coverage of BIALL’s
activities.
Catherine McArdle

Dissertation prize
The deadline for submissions is 1st October 2011. Dissertations should be submitted
to vivian.grainge@freethcartwright.co.uk, and submission is at the discretion of the
university, not individual students.

Online
As in previous years we have a stand at the Online Exhibition later in the year.
The success of this stand is very much dependant upon having enough members of
BIALL to help out during the three days of the exhibition. We have had a successful
stand for the past three years due to member participation – make a note that the
exhibition this year will take place 30 November – 2 December and watch this space
for more information!
In other news we are talking to a designer about the BIALL Christmas card, and
finalising speakers for the Graduate Open Day on Tuesday 25th October 2011.
Catherine McArdle
Chair, PR and Promotions Committee
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News from Standing Committees - continued
Membership Services Committee
Once again, the Membership Services Committee was actively involved in the
conference. The Buddy Scheme enabled first time conference attendees to make
contact before they arrived in Newcastle, some of whom were from as far afield as
Australia and New Zealand. Other participants in the scheme were from closer to
home, including delegates from Bath, Sheffield and Edinburgh and as usual the
scheme was a great way to make the conference experience slightly less intimidating.
An informal dinner arranged by the Committee for those arriving in Newcastle the
evening before the start of the conference was enjoyed by all who attended! The Have
Your Say forum at the conference, also organised by the Committee, once again
provided a useful forum for delegates to air their views.
Lisa Hawksworth
The annual Salary Survey has now closed and the responses are being collated and
analysed. The final report is expected around the end of September and will be made
available in due course.
The work to transform the Members Information Pack into a more user-friendly and
dynamic ‘Information for New Members’ section of the BIALL website is ongoing and
we hope to have the new page up and running over the next few months.
The next Duplicates Exchange Scheme day is set for Friday 28th October, with the
deadline for submitting lists one week earlier, on Friday 21st October. Look out for
more information about this closer to the date.
The Membership Services Committee is currently looking for new members.
The Committee is responsible for administering:
• the annual Salary Survey
• the Members Information Pack (soon to be the ‘Information for New Members’ web
page)
• the Duplicates Exchange Scheme
• the Have Your Say forum at the Annual Conference
• the Conference Buddy Scheme
• the Members Stand at the Annual Conference
We meet approximately four times a year, usually in London, although we can locate
meetings elsewhere if funds allow. If you would like to join or find out more about
joining, please get in touch.
Our next meeting is on Tuesday 8th November at the London offices of Bond Pearce.
Lisa Hawksworth
Membership Services Committee
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News from Standing Committees - continued
Professional Development Committee
Since last writing, Natasha Choolhun has moved from our Committee to join the PR
and Promotions Committee, and she departs with our thanks for her hard work.
However, in Natasha’s place we are pleased to welcome Jackie Hanes to the
Professional Development Committee.
We have just completed the first year of the Legal Foundations Course in its new
distance learning format, and I’m pleased to say that it has been a success.
Feedback from students following the course has been positive, and we made a profit
of £3,214.18. Added to this our last Legal Research Materials course in London raised
a further £480, and these surpluses put us in a stronger position to potentially take a
chance with other courses which are less guaranteed to turn a profit.
Mark Haines

Bookings will be opening shortly for two forthcoming courses: Emerging Technologies
will be an evening seminar on 20 October at Finers Stephen Innocent, and then a day
course on Foreign and International Law has been arranged at the Institute of
Advanced Legal Studies on 16 November. These will be promoted on the BIALL website
and e-mail list; although if you would like to be personally notified as soon as we begin
taking bookings then please drop me a line and I will be happy to send you through a
booking form directly.
2012 may seem a long way away, but we are already in the process of laying down
provisional plans for next year’s courses. Early in the year we are looking to arrange
courses on EU Law and the English Legal System for Beginners. We are also arranging
a copyright course tentatively scheduled for May, and Managing Training Challenges is
pencilled in for next July. Of course, if you have any ideas about areas which you would
like to see us covering then we are always open to suggestions.
Mark Haines
Chair, Professional Development Committee

Legal Information Group
The Legal Information Group held its most recent meeting at the Law Society at the
very end of August. Sadly this report was submitted in advance of the meeting, so I
cannot provide any details. News of the meeting will be available on the LIG page of
the BIALL website, along with the new membership of the committee for the new BIALL
year.
One thing that we have been working on since the BIALL conference is establishing
contact with new suppliers. LIG have held introductory meetings with Legalease and
Nova Law & Finance, and we expect further new contacts to be made in the coming
months, allowing LIG to represent the interests of BIALL members to a broader range
of suppliers.

David Percik

If there is a particular supplier that you would like LIG to talk to, or if you have any
issue relating to the supply of legal information, whether print or electronic, feel free to
get in touch and we will do our best to help. Also, if you would like to find out more
about the way the committee works, perhaps with a view to joining, I will be happy to
answer your questions. Send me an email at david.percik@lawsociety.org.uk.
David Percik
Chair, Legal Information Group
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Call for Papers
No Frontiers: Crossing the Borders of Legal Information
BIALL 43rd Annual Study Conference & Exhibition
Thursday 14 June 2012 to Saturday 16 June 2012,
The Hastings Europa Hotel, Belfast
About The Association

The British and Irish Association of Law Librarians (BIALL) was formed in 1969. It is an
independent and self-supporting body which was established to represent the interests
of legal information professionals, and other suppliers of legal literature and reference
materials, in the United Kingdom and Ireland. There are over 700 members of BIALL,
both personal and institutional. Almost every legal information unit is represented academic legal research libraries, units in commercial, technical and industrial
concerns, the courts and government departments. The diversity of the membership is
one of BIALL’s strengths as the members form a close network and share specialist
knowledge and concerns, learning from the experience of others.

Broad Themes for the
Conference

In 2012, BIALL plans to offer a programme encouraging us to look beyond borders and
to broaden our horizons...
l Explore the idiosyncrasies of UK and Irish law; consider the complexities of
researching in areas where previously centralised powers are now devolved
l Managing risk to manage reputation – investigating and researching both national
and international clients
l International Law firms – providing a “firm wide” Library
l Meeting the challenges of conflicting office time and time zones when training an
International Library team
l Freedom of Information – accessing information across jurisdictions
l Get to grips with the challenges that European Union law presents – What law does
the EU make, how does it make it and where to find it…
l The status of Islamic, Sharia law, in the UK and its jurisdictional implications
l Look wider afield to other jurisdictions that UK and Irish legal information professionals
are more frequently being asked to research – Australasia, Asia, USA, Canada
l Using the borderless social networking tools to communicate with and inform clientele
In addition to the Call for Papers reflecting our proposed broad theme, the BIALL
Conference Committee is intent on providing supplementary sessions reflecting both
specifically requested topics and topics that remain current to the legal information
professional. These include:
l “Competitive Intelligence” and the “Risk Management” processes – how can the
Library/ Legal Information Department contribute to this process
l Standards and ethics in use of Cloud based technology for storing legal information
l Trends in the provision and delivery of legal information both in-house and
outsourced
l Researching Business Information
l Outsourcing – an objective assessment
l Social media continued…..trends and uses for legal information professionals;
l Trends in the legal information publishing environment
l Marketing - Increasing the visibility of our information units
l “Hard Copy v Soft Copy (or both!)” - How to make effective decisions and negotiate
constructively with publishers in relation to collection development
l Trends in Knowledge Management
l Preparing and presenting budgets to decision makers; managing an effective
tendering process
l Management skills and personal development
l Enhancing our Presentation skills
l Delivering an effective training programme
l The implications of introducing Ebook technology
This list is by no means exhaustive and submissions for alternative presentations are
most welcome.
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Call for Papers - continued
Brief for Speaker
Presentations

We are inviting speakers from within the legal and information world to submit
proposals for papers which fit within this brief. The conference programme is a blend
of plenary sessions lasting 45 minutes and delivered to approximately 250 delegates,
and parallel sessions lasting 60 minutes and delivered to between 30 and 80
delegates.
Actual presentations should last between 25 and 30 minutes in the plenary sessions,
and between 35 and 40 minutes in the parallel sessions.
Although the emphasis of the Conference should be on the broad themes set out
above, we encourage all submissions for sessions so long as they are on topics of
current interest to the membership.
Parallel sessions are usually streamed and reflecting the positive feedback we will aim
to continue to stream according to sector (e.g. academic, law firm, general interest) as
well.
As already outlined, the Association’s members and Conference delegates hail from
many jurisdictions, principally England and Wales, Scotland, Northern Ireland, and
Ireland. In addition the Conference will comprise delegates from the academic,
corporate, professional societies and court/government sectors with a mix of senior
and junior staff. Not all subjects lend themselves to a multi-jurisdictional multi-sector
approach, but these aspects of the audience should be borne in mind, especially for
plenary sessions.
Although a professional association not run for profit but for the benefit of its
members, BIALL can offer speakers a package which normally includes a contribution
to travel expenses, overnight accommodation, attendance at the conference on the day
of the presentation, and a modest honorarium.

Speakers’ Abstracts

The BIALL Conference Committee will consider proposals for papers on the basis of
abstracts. An abstract should be between 250 and 500 words long, providing a clear
idea of the content of the presentation, an indication of its target audience, and an
opinion as to whether it is best suited to a plenary or parallel session.
The abstract should be accompanied by a short biography, ideally between 150 and
200 words long, outlining relevant professional experience, publications, and papers
delivered at previous conferences, seminars or training events. Submissions for
plenary sessions should specifically include details of previous speaking experience at
similar conferences.

Enquiries and Contacts

Informal enquiries can be made to the Programme Co-Ordinators Niamh Burns at
niamh.burns@barcouncil-ni.org.uk and Beverley Oliver at
Beverley.Oliver@IrwinMitchell.com or the Chair of the Conference Committee, John
Furlong at john.furlong@mop.ie
Examples of previous programmes, speaker biographies and session synopses can be
viewed at http://www.biall.org.uk under “Conferences”.
Abstracts should be submitted by email to niamh.burns@barcouncil-ni.org.uk and
Beverley.Oliver@IrwinMitchell.com and john.furlong@mop.ie, no later than Friday 7
October 2011.
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Directory of British and Irish Law Libraries
The 8th edition of the Directory of British and Irish Law Libraries was published in
paper and CD-rom format back in 2006, but is now out of print and no longer
available. The Directory acted as a means of locating almost 500 law libraries or
libraries with significant collections of legal, regulatory and compliance material.
The Publications Committee are currently investigating new methods of making
available information previously contained in the Directory. We would therefore be most
grateful if you were able to take the time to complete the following survey to assist with
our investigations. It takes less than 5 minutes! All responses will be anonymous and
we are hoping that as many people as possible will complete this very short survey.
To access the survey. If you have any further queries, please contact Sarah Spells
(Chair) on ss104@soas.ac.uk or Jon Beaumont (Vice-Chair) on
Jon.Beaumont@HarveyIngram.com

Sarah Spells
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Sarah Spells
Chair, Publications Committee

News from Justis Publishing
“The e-Bulletin is dead. Long live the Justis Review and its provision of regular and tothe-point email newsletters on recent developments on the Justis full-text legal library
and the JustCite citator.”
That’s how we started our latest “to-all-contacts” newsletter, which, after something of
a hiatus, went out in late July this year.
So, as I’m off for a long absence-of-childcare-induced holiday, and because the content
of that newsletter is quite good – if I say so myself – I’ve updated it very slightly and
present it below in the hope that if you don’t already subscribe to our newsletters, you
might start doing so. Happy reading!

Opening up JustCite

Less than a year ago we rebuilt the multijurisdictional JustCite citator and search
engine from scratch, its wiring reprogrammed to generate true relevance in its search
results.
We then improved things further by incorporating into the service a new, unique
visualisation tool, the JustCite Precedent Map. Read about it in the Student Law
Review.
But most significant – and covered in the influential Internet Newsletter for Lawyers
(http://www.justcite.com/news/articles/justcite-internet-newsletter-lawyers.pdf)– are
two changes soon to be put into effect: exposing some of the citator’s content to
Google and other search engines, meaning results can be found externally and
increasing usage across the board, bringing with it many knock-on benefits for existing
users; and moving the sign-in box deeper into JustCite, so non-users can try its search
facilities without full trials. Trials or subscriptions are needed to view documents.

JustCite Precedent Map
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News from Justis Publishing - continued
New Justis content:
immigration,
information and our all
important transcripts

Readers might be aware of our plans to digitise an enormous repository of judgments.
Going back to 1951, the England and Wales Judgments has been a long time coming;
it’s been a huge data-capture project. But we are pleased to confirm that, at the time
of writing, the series will go live in the next few weeks, so it should be available by the
time this newsletter is despatched.
The Immigration Appeal Reports contains over 2,000 diverse cases going back to
1972, complementing more established series such as Human Rights and the
Extradition Law Reports.
Finally, last week, after 25 years of business, Justis Publishing became a print publisher
with the launch of the bound volume of the Information Law Reports.
Also available online and going back to 2001, the entirely new series of case law is the
result of collaboration with 11KBW, a specialist barristers’ chambers in London.
The press and influential bloggers have already picked up on the series, as have judicial
authorities: the Reports were cited in a decision in the week of publication.

Rebuilding the Justis
platform

Following acclaim for the new JustCite, development is underway on rebuilding the
Justis platform. As with JustCite, we can’t do this alone. So if you want to help shape
the product through occasional email exchanges, please join our electronic focus group
by emailing efocusgroup@justis.com.

Improving our social
status

No digital publisher’s activities would be complete without deft use of social media.
So we are pleased to announce that our new YouTube Training Channel went live a few
weeks ago and we have created a Justis Social Club on
Facebook, keeping its members abreast of events like our
recent pre-BIALL party in Newcastle. Our Twitter activities
are also set to branch into more than one account – watch
this space.

Barrister Bear at Justis
Social Club on Facebook

Getting the most out of
Justis Publishing

As ever, no-obligation trials are available for all our products, while existing customers
are encouraged to make use of our free face-to-face or remote-access training .
Please visit us on the off-chance that you’re attending ALLA in Canberra
actioningthelaw in September. We’re also at December’s IALL in Kuala Lumpur iall,
demonstrating the International Law Reports reviewed in the respected LIM journal .

Rounding things off for
BIALL members
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Impressed by the pithiness of the above? Sign up to be included in Justis Publishing
marketing emails by emailing communications@justis.com.

Conference from the Other Side
Nicola Franklin, Director, The Library Career Centre Ltd
Being invited as a guest speaker at a seminar or conference is always a nice surprise
and can be very flattering. Despite this, the first thought is always “should I do this?”
First of all there are logistical considerations, including availability on the proposed
date and the cost of reaching or staying at the venue. Apart from practical issues
though, there are other considerations. Is the topic something I know about? Can I talk
credibly and offer something that will be of value to delegates on this subject? What
might the benefit be to me of giving the talk – perhaps gaining experience of
presenting to an audience or being able to attend a conference I may not get to
otherwise.
Once there are positive answers to all these questions, and I’ve confirmed I’m
delighted to accept the invitation, then the real planning begins. I usually research and
write the bulk of my talk soon after agreeing to do it, as I hate that panicky feeling of
‘oh my goodness I’m doing a presentation TOMORROW’ with nothing prepared! I then
go back to it a week or two before the conference date, update anything that’s
changed in the meantime, and start practicing the delivery.
Nicola Franklin

I start my preparations by jotting down some initial thoughts or facts about the topic, or
an initial idea of the main point I’m hoping to get across. For example this might be
‘how to make an effective CV that wins interviews’, or ‘why are appraisals such a chore
– how could they be useful?’ I find it helps to write the “session blurb”, which goes into
the organiser’s conference programme and marketing material, first of all. This is
usually a summary of what I’m going to cover and maybe the outcomes or take-aways
the audience can expect. Writing this focuses the mind wonderfully!
The next step is to do some research around the topic. I feel that including some
quotes, or being able to refer to other similar work or articles that support some of my
points, adds interest and credibility to what I’m saying. I also want to find out whether
‘what I know’ about the topic is broadly supported by others, or is diametrically
opposed to the received wisdom! This knowledge will then impact how I approach the
writing and delivery of the presentation – or it might change what I’m planning to say
altogether.
It’s only once I have a pretty good idea of the points I’m going to cover and the style of
the talk (Is it educational? An opinion piece? Something to stimulate debate?) that I
start to think about visuals. ‘Should I use any’ is the first question! Not every
presentation needs slides, let alone Powerpoint. If it’s going to be a presentation from
a big stage, miked-up, etc, then I generally use slides of some kind. The next question
is which package to use. The main two choices I’m familiar with are Powerpoint and
Prezi, although so far I’ve only used the latter at college presentations, not information
industry ones.
I am happy to use Powerpoint so long as the majority of the slides are visual. There is
nothing worse than slide after slide crammed with bullet points and text! (Well perhaps
if the presenter reads all the slides verbatim...) I use creative commons photographs a
lot (preferably cute or humorous!), or create graphics using the SmartArt tool.
While I’m choosing the visuals to use, in parallel I’m writing out in full what I’m
planning to say to go along with that slide. I may not say exactly those words during the
talk, and I’m sure others may never write out a full text, instead just making notes, but
I find it helps me get things clear in my mind to write out everything I’m hoping to say.
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Conference from the Other Side - continued
At this point I put the presentation and notes away, and let the weeks or months pass
until shortly before the conference date. Coming back to it fresh after a long break lets
me see silly errors, and also reading it through again I can sometimes spot where an
argument doesn’t follow logical lines. If I can’t work out what point I was trying to make
on re-reading it, I’m sure the audience will be lost as well!
Once I’ve polished the text and slides for a final time, I start practicing the delivery.
Although I always take notes (not the full text) up on stage with me, I almost never read
directly from them (unless I’m quoting someone and need to get it word perfect).
To get to the point where I can look at the next slide, and maybe a one-line note in
bold, and remember all the things I was planning to say at that point, I have to have at
least 3 or 4 practice runs through.
I find I need to actually say it out loud to myself to get it into my head properly.
This also helps with timing – I find it impossible to judge it accurately without this, and
it’s very embarrassing to either over-run or to run out of material with ages still to go of
your time slot! Once the talk is all prepared, it’s time to email a copy to the organisers
and save it to a memory stick to take with me, along with any handouts.
All that remains is deciding what to wear – smart casual? formal business suit? – it
really depends on the audience, and to make sure I arrive at the venue in plenty of
time. It’s great if the venue is set up so I can test run my slides on their equipment in
advance, but that isn’t always possible. I try and make sure I could still do the talk,
even if the technology fails completely! Speaking at conferences is a great experience;
always nerve-wracking but very satisfying when it goes well.

Bio:
Nicola has worked with the information profession for over fourteen years as a
recruitment consultant helping librarians, knowledge managers and records managers
find that next best step in their career. Earlier roles were in generalist recruitment
work, after graduating from the University of Southampton in 1991. In her previous
roles Nicola has been responsible for managing teams of consultants and
administrators, as well as delivering recruitment services directly to clients and
candidates. Over the past two years Nicola has also been studying for an MBA at
Henley. Nicola moved to Fabric Recruitment in the autumn of 2010 to set up a new
Information recruitment service and has now taken this independent as The Library
Career Centre. Nicola is an accomplished speaker, who has been regularly presenting
and facilitating at information profession conferences and seminars for the past ten
years, on topics ranging from ‘hints and tips on CV writing’ to ‘marketing your
information service’ and ‘conducting more effective appraisals’.
http://thelibrarycareer.blogspot.com/
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Featured Library
Kathy Jacob takes us
through how the library
at Pinsent Masons
moved homes...

Pinsent Masons LLP is an international, full-service law firm with clients composed of
major UK and international corporations, institutions and public bodies. The firm has over
1,000 partners and other lawyers worldwide. At the beginning of 2011, the London team
moved into one new office, at 30 Crown Place near Liverpool Street station.
Prior to the move, our London staff were spread across three locations, with our main
office situated in Clerkenwell and two other offices based near Moorgate. It was a major
priority to acquire one single office location for the headquarters of Pinsent Masons.
In late 2009, 30 Crown Place, a new office build, was identified by our property agents
as suitable premises, and heads of terms were signed. The contract was signed in
early 2010, by which time the design phase was underway and consultation with the
business had commenced.
Building work started in June 2010 and was completed by Christmas that year, with
the pilot group (including me) moving into the office in the first week of January 2011
to “test” the building and its facilities. The London offices were moved in two stages
and by the end of February 2011, the move was successfully completed.

Kathy Jacob

In terms of the library space, consultation began very early, not only with Information
Services staff but also with our customers – lawyers, PSLs and partners.

The concept of “cake, coffee and library” was quickly adopted, and from very early on
in the design process we were aware that the library would be located on our Hub floor,
which also contains our restaurant and coffee shop.
The firm’s management was keen to future-proof the library, bearing in mind our
increasing reliance on electronic resources and the cost of physical space. Inevitably
this meant downsizing the library space, resulting in a main library with fewer linear
metres of shelf space.
This reduction was not as traumatic as we initially feared it could be, for the following
reasons:
• Our old library was not an efficient use of space and the new library gave us a
blank sheet to work with, i.e. better design, furniture etc.
• We relocated some of our London collection to our other offices.
• Our Facilities team allocated a proportion of the deeds room in the basement for
our archive collection.
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Featured Library - continued
As part of the consultation exercise, we also visited many
libraries of other law firms who had relocated in recent
years, providing valuable advice on library design and
working with interior designers.
The main library is located on the busy hub floor. The use of
glass walls means the collection and staff are highly visible,
but the room is sound-proofed sufficiently to allow a
pleasant working environment and gives lawyers enough
quiet to visit and work. As well as the collection, we have a
large communal table for team meetings and administrative
tasks, space at the end of the library for training, and open
access PCs in addition to an office services area.
We continue to have our practice group satellite libraries on
each working floor.
These are situated in roller racking along with the know-how
collections of each practice group.
Prior to the move, we also made the decision to reclassify
our entire national hard copy collection. The move enabled
us to review what was being used and to generally have a
tidy up.
In terms of the actual office moves in February, they were a
very hands-on experience as we unpacked and re-shelved
the collections ourselves and installed shelves (using an old
edition of Halsbury’s as a substitute hammer). Tweaks were
being made to the library right up until move day, with
tables being swapped over and extra shelving and cabinets
being ordered.
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Featured Library - continued
The following lessons
were learned from the
library move:

Learn from others
Use your network of library contacts to visit other libraries and share tips on what
makes a good library space. We found the supplier of our library shelving through
Berwin Leighton Paisner rather than through our interior designers, and picked up
invaluable information on what works and what doesn’t so that we were able to have
informed discussions.

Establish good relations with your Facilities team
I became part of the Crown Place Working Group to discuss the move and operational
issues. This enabled us to have inside information and input on what was being
proposed, as well as gain a greater insight into what is involved on the project
management and Facilities side. As a result, our Facilities team consulted and helped
us considerably as we were a different move proposition from most working floors, as
well as volunteering overflow space on the basement floors.

Persuasion, speaking up and challenging assumptions
The most common assumption is that everything is online or will imminently be
available as e-Books. Whilst we understood the desire to streamline the physical library
and future-proof the library space to make it as flexible as possible, we did have to
point out the cost and risk implications that would be required to push more online.
We scoped potential costs of replacing hard copy collections which did provide a
convincing argument about retention of a hard copy archive.
It was also important for ourselves to establish what was an important requirement
and what was a question of getting used to a change of working practice.

Devil is in the detail
As we were not located on a typical working floor, it was necessary to read every
proposed building operations policy to see what special arrangements for the
information team were required, for example, waste collection, post delivery etc. Again,
our Facilities team came up trumps, understanding and accommodating our “special”
status.
Of course, our thanks go to Addleshaw Goddard, Berwin Leighton Paisner, Herbert
Smith, Lawrence Graham, Charles Russell and Norton Rose for time they spent
showing us around their libraries and sharing their moving experiences.
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Library Routes
Felicity Cross,
Information Specialist
at Irwin Mitchell LLP,
lets us into how she
got into librarianship

Felicity Cross

I never really had any idea what I wanted to do when I finished university. I was dimly
aware of public libraries and academic libraries but had never considered it as a
career and I definitely didn’t know about the variety of other libraries out there.
I met my now husband whilst studying English at Stirling University and decided to stay
in Scotland with him rather than go back to my hometown of Reading. I then ended up
temping for a year before a friend asked if I wanted to go to a careers fair at the
University. I didn’t have anything better to do so I rocked up and it was the best thing I
ever did. There was a stand of people talking about working in libraries and archives;
why had I never thought of this before? I wanted to work with people, was very nosy
and liked doing research - library or archive work sounded perfect. I looked into it and
decided to get a graduate trainee post first. I applied for Glasgow University and
Reading University and after an agonizing two month wait I got the job at Reading.
It looked like I was going back to live with my parents for a year. This was a pretty
tough decision for me as it meant living a long way apart from my lovely husband.
I knew I couldn’t put him through living with my parents for a year and there was no
way we could afford to live by ourselves in Reading. So that was it - I moved back home
and thankfully our relationship survived. It was definitely the right decision; I absolutely
loved working at Reading University. I worked half the time in the Acquisitions
department; learning about cataloguing and the ordering and receiving process and
the other half of the time on the Arts and Humanities enquiry desk. I became an ace
at telling people where the toilets were! Actually my favorite memory is of a student
who asked me for books on Eustephanos, me telling him I didn’t have a clue what he
was talking about and him then confessing that neither did he – students, you’ve gotta
love em! Anyway I then went to Strathclyde University to do the MSc and also loved
that. I worked part time at Strathclyde University law library during the course and
despite all the loose-leaf filing I had to do; I was still hooked on libraries.
I took out a bank loan to fund the MSc and that left me desperately seeking work at
the end of the taught period. A couple of jobs came up and I often wonder what would
have happened had I got those instead. One was a temp job at Caledonian University
Library and the other was as a Mobile Librarian (I would have got my own van – this
sounded very exciting at the time). Instead I got the job as Librarian / Archivist at
HarperCollins publishers. This may sound like a dream job but believe me it was tough.
I was a solo librarian in a department that didn’t care at all about the library service
and I was mostly expected to do Archive work arghhhhh. What did I know about
document management? Not a lot at the time, quite a bit now. But I also had to design
and deliver training and there was enquiry work which I enjoyed. Thankfully after about
a year all my service promotion and networking paid off and the people at the top
heard about what I was doing. They moved me out of the ‘bad’ department, promoted
me and gave me a lot of money to create a new database for them. The last two years
there were amazing but I decided it was time to move on mostly because there were
no further promotion prospects and I was getting a bit bored.
I’d wanted to go back to working in the Legal sector for a while and managed to get a
job at The Society of Writers to Her Majesty’s Signet (The WS Society) managing their
law library and providing training for lawyers and students. This provided me with some
fantastic experience and I am now working as an Information Specialist in the Glasgow
office of Irwin Mitchell LLP, a UK wide law firm. My job involves answering research
enquiries, delivering training and providing Records Management support to the firm,
which feels very serendipitous as it is combination of all my previous roles.
Two days in this job are never the same and I can honestly say that I love it. I love
being a Librarian in every sense of the word - managing information, helping people,
training people and researching- I enjoy every bit.
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Recent Additions to
the BIALL How do I wiki?
The latest update from Anneli Sarkanen,
of the PR and Promotions Committee
The How do I? wiki - is a collection of useful answers to common and unusual
research questions. Many are answers to questions posted on the Lis-Law email
distribution list so if you do post a question, summarising the results afterwards can
help build the wiki and help share information between us. The wiki is an excellent
place to look if you are stuck on an enquiry or simply don’t know where to start
looking.
The wiki is maintained by the PR & Promotions Committee but any BIALL member can
edit the wiki by requesting access which can be done from the wiki homepage.

Anneli Sarkanen

New or updated pages
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The wiki is easy to navigate by browsing broad subject headings (Legislation,
Company Information, European Union etc.) or by using the A-Z index. There is also a
search facility in the top right corner of the home screen.
US legislation this page details sources of US legislation (constitution, US code, public
laws and private laws), based on two articles in Legal Information Management by
Hester Swift and Ruth Bird. It has been updated to feature the new blog by Kate Follen
detailing legislation sources for all 50 states. She’s set herself a challenge of 50 states
in 50 weeks, each week posting links to sources of state legislative information.

Recent Additions to
the BIALL How do I wiki? - continued
Standard Scale and Statutory Maximum
biallpr.pbworks.com/Standard and biallpr.pbworks.com/Statutory – these two pages
give the name of the source legislation where these amounts can be found. So often
we read in legislation that someone is liable to a fine not exceeding a certain level on
the standard scale or the statutory maximum, and so often we forget where those
figures of the levels are! These wiki pages remind us that the Standard Scale is in the
Criminal Justice Act 1982 and the Statutory Maximum is in the Magistrates’ Courts Act
1980.

Mergers and acquisitions research
This page gives a list of sources for undertaking research on M&A deals. It includes
pay as you go sources, subscription sources and free sources. The page has been
updated to include a description about Zephyr, and MergerMarket was added to the list
of sources (plus links to their websites).
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Recent Additions to
the BIALL How do I wiki? - continued
Wiki page of the month

In each of these segments on the wiki, we
will also include a “page of the month” – an
entry on the wiki we’d like to highlight.
This month, not strictly speaking a page, but
it’s the RSS feed of changes to the wiki.
As a member of the wiki, you might be
signed up to receive emails when a change
is made to the wiki. Understandably, this
can be frustrating when work is being done
on the wiki and members are bombarded
with emails! If you want to no longer receive
these emails but still be kept up to date on
changes to the wiki, the RSS feed might be
the way to go.
On any wiki page, there is a list of Recent
Activity with a link at the end to see More
Activity. This takes you to a list of all
changes and the option to subscribe to the
RSS feed.

Statistics, statistics
and more statistics!

Over the past two months, the wiki has had over 823 unique visitors, about 100 more
than the two months prior to that. The majority of these still continue to be new
visitors, which is great news. The bounce rate is still quite high for new visitors
(72.76%), which is expected, but for returning visitors it is significantly lower (42.92%).
I do enjoy looking at the graphical representation of our visitors, and the undulating
rise (peaking around Wednesday) and fall (indicating weekends). Similar to the last
report, the highest peak during the last two months was on the day the BIALL
Newsletter was published:
(add graph here

Our most popular pages over the past two months, calculated by average time on the
page and number of unique page views are: Australian cases, Isle of Man legislation,
Isle of Man companies registry and Republic of Ireland statutes.
The statistics are very useful as they allow the PR Committee to see what is being
accessed and therefore what might need to be checked more frequently that the
information is current. One downside of the statistics is that it records the PR
Committee’s access, so the site visitor count goes up when work is being done on the
wiki. Hopefully with these regular columns in the BIALL Newsletter, the easier it will be
to see trends emerging. And don’t worry if you fear the committee are watching activity
too much – all the statistics are anonymous so we never get identifying information on
individuals viewing the wiki!
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A Day in the Life
Sue Kendall,
Library/Information
Services ManagerMills & Reeve

I am generally on the 8.00am train from Leamington Spa which gets in to Birmingham
Snow Hill around 8.50. It takes me through some lovely Warwickshire countryside,
which helps to soothe my soul before my day in the centre of Birmingham. (If I wasn’t
a law librarian I dream of being a fruit farmer –some days I prefer plums to lawyers).
Mills & Reeve’s offices are on Colmore Row, overlooking St Philip’s Cathedral. We have
been in this building since 2005. I have been with Mills & Reeve since 1998 and this
is the third building we’ve had since then.
Like everyone, I check my e-mails first, deal with anything urgent that has come in,
then forward any interesting alerts to fee-earners. After catching up with my assistants
about any issues that have arisen the previous day, I take my turn manning the library
inquiry e-mail inbox. Mills & Reeve has six offices in Norwich, Cambridge, Birmingham,
London, Leeds and Manchester. There are library staff in the first four of these and we
pride ourselves on offering a seamless service across all the offices by means of our
e-mail enquiry service. We operate a rota from 9.00 - 5.30 so one of us is responsible
for dealing with all inquiries that come in during a two hour slot.
We have a library wiki – LIS SOS – where we keep notes and tips on unusual inquiries
we have answered in the past so we don’t waste time re-inventing the wheel. Like the
BIALL how-do-I? wiki, it is invaluable, especially for anyone with a memory like mine – I
can generally remember who asked this same question five years ago but I can never
remember the answer!

Sue Kendall

At this time of year we are busy preparing for the new intake of trainees, so I must
spend some time liaising with the recruitment manager, HR, our IT trainers and
trainers from LexisNexis, Westlaw and PLC over suitable times for their library
inductions and online training sessions.
On a typical day I have a sandwich at my desk and then nip over St Philips Square to
House of Fraser to spend a happy half-hour browsing through the sale racks.
Today, however, I don’t have time as I am going to a BIALL Professional Development
Committee meeting at the University of Birmingham. I have been on this committee for
several years now and really enjoy it. The members come from all over the country and
we vary the locations for our meetings. I was particularly drawn to this committee
because I felt strongly about the need to organise training events outside London and
realised that in order to help that to happen I needed to get involved. Finding suitable,
inexpensive venues is one of the main factors influencing where events can be held
so the more people we have on the ground in different locations the easier it is to
arrange events there. Fortunately BIALL is full of interesting, talented people willing to
share their knowledge and it is very satisfying that we are able to run such a varied
programme at such competitive prices.
As this is a Friday, there is time for some of us to stop for a drink and a chat in one of
Birmingham’s many bars before we get our trains back home.
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On the Spot
Ruth Dabbs, Deputy
Information Centre
Manager at Bristows
goes through our
(mild) grilling

Q If you weren't a librarian,
what would you be?

Previously, I may have said lawyer, but now it would be a German teacher.

Q What annoys you most in
your career?

Maybe the lack of information literacy among people who think that the internet makes
them researchers.

Q How do you spend your
time away from your
organisation?

By the coast as much as possible. Otherwise bike-riding, yoga, running and spending
time with partner and family.

Q What is the one thing you
couldn't live without at work?

The friendly Bristows bunch.

Q Which famous person
would you most like to present
you with the BIALL Law
Librarian of the Year Award?

Richard Branson.

Q What’s your favourite
legal drama series or
movie?

I don’t really watch legal dramas, but I did decide to watch Silk and thoroughly
enjoyed it.

Q What are your favourite
three songs?

There are lots of songs I like and it is hard to choose three. Anything from pop to oldstyle country is a treat.
Lemon Tree - Fool’s Garden – discovered this doing a spot of line-dancing on a cruise
ship. It’s a line-dancing phenomenon and highly addictive.
The Wonderstuff – It’s Yer Money I’m After Baby – anything by The Wonderstuff is
great, but this song is so absolutely cynical that it’s funny and it’s a stomping good
tune. Someone with a great sense of humour had it as the first dance at their
wedding!
Here Comes the Sun – The Beatles – a lovely, happy song.
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Q Do you have any phobias?

No, but I don’t really like flapping birds. Maybe working in London with too many
pigeons has done it...

Q If you were a cake what
would you be?

Home-made Victoria Sandwich.

Q Have you ever been
attacked by an animal?

Only hissed at and scratched by my cat, whose mood changes from lovely to fiesty
fairly frequently. She seems to have a short memory; I did ‘rescue’ her from a cat
charity when she had been abandoned pregnant and alone in a garage...gratitude?
No way!

BIALLers in the News
Susan Scorey, letter to the Law Society Gazette answering some issues relating to the
role and location of law libraries raised in an earlier piece on fee-earner only offices,
outsourcing and electronic resources, lawgazette.co.uk
Jackie Fishleigh, Fellowship citation given at Umbrella 2011, cilip.org.uk
Lisa Anderson, wins University of Birmingham Law School’s ‘Head of School’s Award
for Excellence in Teaching or Supporting Student Learning’ across all staff including
academic and as nominated by students, birmingham.ac.uk
Halsbury’s Awards for Legal Services 2011 are reported in the Legal Technology
Insider, mention is made of the Scottish Government Solicitors Legal Information
Centre (winners of Best Legal Information Service, Non Commercial Sector), BLP
Library & Information Services (winners of Best Legal Information Service, Commercial
Sector) and Ward Hadaway Information Service, Commercial Sector), Legal Technology
Insider (244) July 2011
James Mullan, lists his “favourite tipples” (websites he values) in Freepint, 4th August
2011, No. 332.
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New Members
Academic

Law Firm

Daniel Bates
University of Cambridge

Stephen Charles
K&L Gates

Cheryl Cliffe
University of Lincoln

Michael Charlton
Mildwaters Consulting

Ross Connell
University of Reading

Caroline Duggan
Eversheds

Siobhan Dunne
Dublin City University

Lorna Hector
Penningtons Solicitors LLP

David Evans
University of Greenwich

Jill Henderson
Irwin Mitchell LLP

Edward Fisher
Saltus Grammar School

Marie Jennings
Eversheds O’Donnell Sweeney

Robin Gardner
University of Melbourne Law

Hanna Lewin
Hogan Lovells International LLP

Corporate

Anne Martinet
Loyens & Loeff

Susan Bates
Shell International Ltd

Johnathan Matthews
Field Fisher Waterhouse

Government
Lyn Burden
The Office of Fair Trading
Sheila Gallagher
Legal Aid Board

Other
Iain Dunbar
LAC Group
David Selbie
Hammicks Legal Bookshop
Claire Whayman
Barry Vickery
7Side Limited

Professional Society
Jeanette Bosschart
Law Society of Upper Canada

Publisher
Giles Maillot
Practical Law Company
Sian O’Neill
Globe Law and Business

Student
Samuel Wiggins
University of Sheffield
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Jacqui Reiter
Lewis Silkin LLP
Lee Spragg
Mishcon De Reya
Dimitri Zissimos
Berwin Leighton Paisner

Editors

Forthcoming Events

STEPHEN WHEELER
Pinsent Masons
3 Colmore Circus
Birmingham
B4 6BH
Tel: 0121 629 1627
Email:
Stephen.Wheeler@pinsentmasons.com

September

DEAN MASON
Salans LLP
Millennium Bridge House
2 Lambeth Hill
London EC4V 4AJ
Tel: 020 7429 6011
Email:
dmason@salans.com
JASMIN HOLLINGUM
Mills & Reeve LLP
Fountain House
130 Fenchurch Street
London EC3M 5DJ
Tel: 020 7648 9276
Email:
jasmin.hollingum@mills-reeve.com
BARBARA BLAKE
Norton Rose LLP
3 More London Riverside
London SE1 2AQ
Tel: 020 7283 6000
Email:
Barbara.Blake@nortonrose.com
PETER KARGBO
Manchester Metropolitan University
Sir Kenneth Green Library
All Saints
Manchester, M15 6HB
Tel: 0161-2476660
Email:
p.kargbo@mmu.ac.uk
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Influencing stakeholders - communication is not optional, TFPL, London
21
Employment law and tax issues, CLIG, London
23
Copyright Policies, Dealing with Infringements and Risk Management, ASLIB, London
23
Tutti al mare? HR Strategies, business changes and some shells, Brunella Longo, London
28-30 ALLA Annual Conference, Canberra

October
4
Introduction to Knowledge management - a foundation programme, TFPL, London
5
Faceted taxonomies, TFPL, London
6
Contract Negotiation for Information Professionals, TFPL, London
7
BIALL Council Meeting, London
7
Using Excel Spreadsheets to Manage a Library Budget, ASLIB, London
7
BIALL SCOSAF Meeting, London
12
BIALL Web Committee Meeting, London
13
Equity offerings (part II), CLIG, Location TBC
14
Copyright for Information Providers - an Introduction, ASLIB, London
18
The City: understanding the financial institutions of the City of London, TFPL, London
20
Cloud Event: Sharing Information ... re-defined, TFPL, London
21
Europyean Union Information, ASLIB, London
25 Oct – 11 May 2012
Legal Foundations Course, BIALL, Online
28
Enquiry Handling - find an answer every time, ASLIB, London

November
4
4
8
9
11
15
18
25
28

Presentation Skills, ASLIB, London
Digital licensing: navigating through the legalese, TFPL, London
Membership Services Committee Meeting, BIALL, London
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